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Partridge India, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Kiara s Tiara is based on the theme that one
beautiful heart can make a difference. It is a young-adult fiction story, showcasing transformations,
perceptions, and love: love between a father and daughter, love between best friends; love that
exists between grandparents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews; and love that binds
people without a blood relation and call themselves family; but most importantly, it highlights the
love that a teenage girl has for the world. The name of this girl is Kiara. Introducing Kiara-a chirpy,
smiling, and affectionate fifteen-year-old Indian girl, living in the United States, who was raised by a
single parent. The story traces the evolution of her character from her life in a cocoon to a
scintillating butterfly-like persona. Life only throws the unexpected at those who can handle it. Kiara
overcame life-threatening obstacles in unconventional ways. She became an inspiration and set
examples for others, by aspiring for the moon but reaching far beyond other galaxies. Necessity
and belief can give an immense amount of strength and courage. Sometimes, all you need...
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Reviews
These kinds of book is every thing and helped me hunting forward plus more. It is probably the most remarkable book we have read through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ever ett Sta nton
This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Va lentin Ha ne MD
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